KABLOOXA
began the day by saying to himself, 'Well, well/ Then, having
drawn on his' pants, he would go automatically to the stove.
After that, he would raise the lid on the kettle to see if the water
was ready to boil, and then return to his cubicle. He would
come out with a towel, get a basinful of water from the bucket,
and wash — always beginning at the same place on his face.
That done, he would brush his teeth over the slop-bucket. And
for an empire, he wrould not have changed a single one of these
motions.
What amuses me as I write is that I must myself have gone
through a like routine at the Post, for I know that I do it at
home. Each of us has his own way of taking his bath, for in-
stance: some wash their faces in the bath, others not; some scrub
their feet first, others last; and each man probably has a dif-
ferent way of tackling his back. But such, I say again, was the
atmosphere of isolation and brooding in which we lived at that
Post, that all sense of proportion had dropped away from me.
I was grown inhuman; and yet I was sure it was Gibson who
was inhuman, who was but a body furnished with mechanical
reflexes, moving by reflexes, emitting sounds in response to
automatic stimuli and without the intervention of mind. When
one o'clock came, invariably he would say, CI guess we might
have a mug up.' He would never say that it might be time to
eat, to set the table: the word was always 'mug up.3 In the same
way, whenever a voice on the wireless bade us good night at the
end of a broadcast, he always answered 'Good night' and with
the same little laugh.
In all of this there was something extremely important that I
now blame myself for not seeing. I should have recognized that
order, even automatism, was a necessary defence for survival,
both mental and physical, at that Post. It was an essential
adaptation to environment that Gibson had achieved and with-
out which he might have gone mad. I say to myself now that
Gibson was a methodical man, the contrary of a maniacal old
maid; and that if he had not been, his exasperation with me
might — from his length of stay in those parts — have been so
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